Abstract
Introduction
In an open, dynamic, and distributed environment, various computer systems, such as different collaborative design and manufacturing systems [9] , need to collaborate to support information exchange and other requirements. Each computer system is usually a combination of a set of software applications that provides services based on one or more information repositories which have structured and formally represented schemas. A schema is a formal declarative model representing a set of real-world objects, usually within a database.
Due to the nature of being independently designed and built, the computer systems, even for the same domain, are often heterogeneous in terms of the supporting infrastructure (hardware, operating systems, communication facilities, etc), syntactic representation of information, schematic design of information repositories, and semantics of information, which will significantly hinder the collaboration between these systems. There are already mature solutions for the first three issues. The final issue, also known as the semantic integration problem [14] , is attracting more and more attention from today's research communities.
Ontology-driven semantic integration is one of the solutions for the semantic integration problem [19] . This solution is based on available ontologies. However, in many domains, the case is that there are no preestablished explicit ontologies and the information semantics are embedded in the code of the applications and the underlying information repositories that have schemas implying the semantics of the information. Each schema actually reflects a specific conceptual view of the domain and can represent an ontological view. The formal definition of ontological view will be provided in section 3. This background motivates us to consider a new approach to perform semantic integration upon a set of information systems in a domain without explicit ontologies with a two-stage process:
(1) Pick up a subset of the information systems, elicit the local ontological views that the systems represent, and create a domain ontological view (or global ontological view) based on the local ontological views of these information systems. The objective of creating the domain ontological view is to establish a common conceptual model for the domain. The ontology can be specified with some ontology language such as OWL [11] .
(2) This domain ontological view (as a conceptual model for the domain) can be used in further semantic integration, i.e., matching the concepts in the domain ontological view to the schema elements of other information systems (or new systems that are currently unknown).
In the first stage, the fact that data instances are maintained in the information repositories can be applied to increase the precision of discovering equivalence relationship between schema elements (such as two tables) since the data instances can provide plenty of useful clues. This paper addresses these issues based on our research on ontologies and semantic integrations. In section 2, we analyze some related work. Section 3 provides the theoretical foundation for the ontology theory. In this section we introduce the term "ontological view" which illustrates the nature of conceptualizations in a better way than the term "ontology". Section 4 formulates the problem. The solutions are presented in section 5. We present the experimental results in section 6 and conclude our work in section 7.
Related Work
Ontology plays an important role in understanding and dealing with the information semantics. An ontology is a formal and explicit specification of a conceptualization [17] . Simply, an ontology specifies the concepts and relationships between the concepts in a domain [8] . In other words, we say that we know a concept if it is conceptualized in an ontology. The ontology theory establishes an assumption: if an ontology is formally and explicitly represented in a machine readable and process-able way, we say that the computers "know" the concepts within the ontology. Having the ontology provided, the computers can act as if they "understand" the concepts.
The general idea of ontology-based semantic integration approaches assume that multiple explicit ontologies are provided in a domain. The ontology integration can be applied by discovering semantic correspondences among these ontologies and (sometimes) creating a more complete domain ontology [10] . In many cases, the application of these approaches is limited due to the lack of explicit ontologies. Instead, schema-based approaches are more applicable because of the higher availability of information schemas.
Schema matching [3] aims at finding semantic equivalence relationships between schema elements such as database tables and the table columns. Bohannon et al. [12] view schema matching as a pairing of attributes (or groups of attributes) from the source schema and attributes of the target schema such that the pairs are likely to be semantically related. Schema matches can be discovered by analyzing the similarity of schema information, preservation of constraints, domain knowledge, and instance data. The results of the automatic analysis are candidates of the possible matches, which still need to be verified by human experts.
In the family of schema matching approaches, instance-based approaches [3] can make use of the data instances which imply lots of clues for the potential attribute matches. One of the major issues of these approaches is the cost of manipulating a large quantity of raw data. A solution to increase the efficiency is to use instance representatives (with each representing a set of data instances) for the analysis instead of using all raw data. The clustering methods can be applied to this solution.
Some researches also use the clustering methods to find closely related schema elements. For example, Pei et al. [2] proposed a new approach for schema matching by clustering schemas on the basis of their contextual similarity and clustering attributes of the schemas that are in the same schema cluster to find attribute correspondences between these schemas. The approach also clusters attributes across different schema clusters using statistical information gleaned from the exiting attribute clusters to find attribute correspondences between more schemas. Smiljanic et al. [18] presented a clustering based technique for improving the efficiency of XML schema matching by partitioning schemas with clusters and reducing the overall matching load. In this work clustering is used to quickly identify regions, i.e., clusters, in the large schema repository which are likely to produce good mapping. These researches have a different context than our work, i.e., they cluster the schema elements instead of clustering the data instances.
Ontological View
As mentioned in [17] , an ontology is a formal and explicit specification of a conceptualization. An ontology itself needs to be specified by a language. Therefore, a more complete definition should consider the factor of a language.
A formal definition for ontology is provided in [7] . This definition is based on a language L that is used to specify the ontology. A language is composed of a vocabulary and a set of models of the language. A language L commits to a conceptualization C of a domain D by means of an ontological commitment K. K constrains the intensional interpretation of the L, i.e., the language is used in an intended way for a domain instead of an arbitrary way. Given a language L and an ontological commitment K, the set I K (L) of all models of L that are compatible with K is called the set of intended models of L according to K. Given a language L with ontological commitment K, an ontology for L is a set of axioms designed in a way such that the set of its models approximates as best as possible the set of intended models of L according to K. More detailed definitions for these terms can be found in [7] .
Since a domain can be conceptualized in various ways, there is actually not just one unique conceptualization (and therefore not just one unique ontology) for a domain. Instead, different views, with each reflecting a specific view or the domain conceptualization, may exist. Here we present the definitions for ontological views. Given a language L and another conceptualization C', L can commit to C' by means of an ontological comment K'. Given a language L, with ontological commitment of view K', an ontological view for L is a set of axioms designed in a such a way that the set of its models approximates as best as possible the intended models of L according to K'.
When different languages are employed, we also see that the axioms designed with each language and its ontological commitment actually compose an ontological view for the domain. In the simplest case, if two languages have different vocabularies with different symbols, but some pairs of symbols from two vocabularies are semantically equivalent (i.e., they are synonyms) which implies a partial overlap of their intended models, then the axioms written by the languages compose different ontological views that are possible to be semantically integrated. That is, given a ontological view O with intended model I K (L) and another ontological view O' with intended model
This can be illustrated by the following Figure 1 :
Given a source language L S (which vocabulary is V S ) with ontological commitment of view K S for conceptualization C S and a target language L T (which vocabulary is V T ) with ontological commitment of view K S for conceptualization C T , an ontological equivalence mapping is a function from V S to V T, m: V S →V T assigning symbols in V T to the ones in V S which share the same intensional interpretation, i.e., i) for constant symbols c S ∈V S and c T ∈V T , m(c S ) = c T if and only if i) there exists a common concept d in C S and C T , both c S and c T are interpreted as d; ii) for predicate symbols p S ∈V S and p T ∈V T , m(p S ) = p T if and only if there exists a common conceptual relation ρ in C S and C T , both p S and p T are interpreted as ρ. It is obvious that an important task in semantic integration is to discover the ontological equivalence mapping between two ontological views.
In each information system, the schema is specified with a selected language with specific interpretation in the domain. Even by rigid definition a schema is not an ontology, in a sense, it reveals a specific view of the domain conceptualization so it can be viewed (with necessary transformation) as an ontological view. Based on these schemas, another ontological view (which may be more complete but is still not the actual domain ontology) can be built with a specific language.
Formulating the Problem
We adopt the similar ideas in schema matching to formulate the problem. We try to discover semantic relationships between the elements, mainly the concepts and the equivalence relationship, of multiple ontological views. Since the schemas may use different modeling paradigms and languages, they need to be converted to a unified paradigm such as the FRAME model [1] first. Each FRAME model represents an ontological view. The following Figure 2 illustrates this idea.
Given an ontological view O 1 with a set of concepts C 1 = {c 11 Now we look into the concepts. Each concept c can be modeled (or specified by) as a set of properties, i.e., c = {p 1 , p 2 , …, p n }, where each p i is a property, 1 ≤ ι ≤ n. We rely on the assumption that the similarity of the representations of properties, i.e., the syntactic similarity of concept properties, indicates the semantic similarity of real-world objects modeled with these concepts. For example, for two concepts c 1 = {p 11 
Intended models IK'(L')
Conceptualization C' discovered as similar, e. g., p 11 ≈ p 21 (≈ denotes semantically similar), p 12 ≈ p 22 , …, p 1k ≈ p 2k , k ≤ min {n, m} and k is a large enough number, then it can be claimed that c 1 and c 2 are semantically equivalent (referring to the same real-world concept). Next, we present the solutions that adopt data instances to discover the similarity of properties.
Instance-based Semantic Relationship Discovery
Instance values can provide useful clues to help discover the similarity of concept properties. The probability distribution (or probability density) is one of the often-used approaches to analyze the instance values. If two properties of two concepts have compatible data types (the data type can be known from the schema) and the probability distributions of their instance values are identical or very close, then it is reasonable to infer that these two properties are very likely to be semantically similar. The problem here is:
• How to estimate a probability density function f(x) given a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables x 1 , x 2 , …, x n (data instances of a property) from this density f?
There is a rich collection of non-parametric density estimators, including kernel, spline, orthogonal, series, and histogram [6] .
We use Kernel density estimation [4, 5] to compute the probability distribution of the instance values. In statistics, Kernel density estimation is a non-parametric way of estimating the probability density function of a random variable. Different than many distributions, the Kernel density estimation is smooth and independent of end points. It just depends on the bandwidth.
The definition of kernel density estimation is presented as follows.
If x 1 , x 2, …, x N ~ f is an independent and identicallydistributed random variables sample of a random variable, then the kernel density approximation of its probability density function is After we get the probability densities of the properties, we need to compare them and check their similarity. Here another question is raised:
• How to compare different probability densities?
We employ the Kullback-Leibler (K-L) divergence approach [15] to compare the probability densities. In probability theory and information theory, the K-L divergence is a non-commutative measure of the difference between two probability densities, which is defined as follows:
For probability densities f 1 and f 2 of a continuous random variable, the K-L divergence of them is defined as
Although a property is a continuous variable, in practice it should be manipulated as a discrete random variable in order to compute the K-L divergence. The solution is to sample a set of values (with each denoted as s i ) from the domain of two properties under comparison, then compute the probability of each value according to the probability density functions (denoted as f 1 (s i ) and f 2 (s i )), and finally compute the K-L divergence by
In the instance-based analysis, another issue is when using original data instances to compute the probability densities and compare them, the computation cost is very high due to the large amount of the raw data. The solution is to utilize the DBMS's capability of managing data efficiently and cluster the data first, and then compute the probability densities based on the clustered data.
Cluster analysis [13] , also called data segmentation, relates to grouping or segmenting a collection of objects (also called observations, individuals, cases, or data rows) into subsets or "clusters" such that those within each cluster are more closely related to one another than objects assigned to different clusters. Since objects in each cluster are closer or similar to each other, it is reasonable to use one typical object within one cluster to represent the entire cluster. The typical object is a weighted cluster center which can represent a set of values similar to the center itself. The use of a typical object will significantly reduce the size of the problem.
Hierarchical clustering is one of the major methods of cluster analysis. Hierarchical clustering is subdivided into agglomerative methods, which proceed by a series of fusions of the n objects into clusters, and divisive methods, which separate n objects successively into finer clusters. A key component of the analysis is repeated calculation of distance measures between objects, and between clusters once objects begin to be grouped into clusters.
The initial data for the hierarchical clustering of N objects is a set of d(x, y)), x∈X and y∈Y, where d(x, y) is the distance between elements x∈X and y∈Y, and X and Y are two sets of elements (two clusters).
Complete linkage clustering is an agglomerative method. It starts from the clusters initially containing one element each and successively fuses them to generate larger clusters. Therefore, the two clusters with the lowest distance are joined together to form the new cluster. At each step, the clusters to be used are those that are, according to some pre-defined metric, most similar to each other.
The above discussion shows that the distance between elements is the foundation of cluster analysis. An important work in any clustering is to select an appropriate distance measure, which will determine how the similarity of two elements is calculated. This will influence the shape of the clusters, as some elements may be close to one another, according to one distance and further away according to another.
At the information level, we consider generic metric space, not definitely pure Euclidean Space (i.e., it is only required that the distance between any pair of elements is known. It is not limited to the coordinates of points). A metric on a set X is a function (called the distance function or simply distance) d: X×X→R, where R is the set of real numbers. For all x, y, z in X, this function is required to satisfy the following conditions:
(1) d(x, y) ≥ 0 (non-negativity) (2) d(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y (identity of indiscemibles). Condition (1) and (2) together produce positive definiteness.
Since in an information system we usually face three types of data: numeric data, date-time, and text string, we define the distance metric for the three types:
If x, y are values of concept instances on property X, the distance between x and y, d(x, y), is defined as:
- After the clusters are created, we expect to use the representative data instance in each cluster, i.e. the cluster center, to represent the entire set of data instances in the following analysis. This is known as a 1-median problem [16] which is defined as follows:
Given a universe U, a finite multi-set of points P, and a metric d, a 1-median is a point m∈U that minimizes the objective function ( , )
In this definition, m is a valid member in U but not definitely a point in P. Since the median point is relatively closer to other points (in terms of the selected distance metric), it is an optimal one to represent others.
The basic idea of the algorithm of finding the 1-median point is: for a point p∈P, let ( ) ( , )
, then conduct a series of comparisons between S(p), p∈P to find the a point q that minimizes the value of S. The point q is the cluster center under the 1-median.
Experimental Results
The solutions proposed in this paper have been applied to semantically integrating several information systems (with each providing a local ontological view) in the collaborative promotion domain. The systems share some common concepts that are represented as tables in relational databases (instances of concepts as rows in tables). Since the information is not centralized in one location, these systems need to collaborate to provide information together and support decision making.
The prototype system makes use of the data instances to discover the semantically equivalent elements from each ontological view. A global ontological view is built based on the equivalence relationships between local ontological views. Then, the global ontological view can be used to shoot crosssystem query. The efficiency is increased by using the data clusters, especially when there is high volume of data in the tables.
Conclusion and Future Work
Common agreement upon a domain is very important for information systems that need to collaborate to achieve some targets. Ontology can be used to specify domain conceptualization but the fact is, in many domains there are no pre-defined explicit ontologies. In our work we propose the concept of ontological view that can be reflected by the schema in each system. To semantically integrate various systems we need to discover the semantic relationships between the schema elements and build a global ontological view. We propose to use instance-based approaches to discover such relationships. To reduce the cost of computation, we apply the clustering analysis to use representative data instances only.
Our future work will focus on applying and evaluating other approaches for density estimation, probability density comparison, clustering as well as richer collection of linkage functions and distance metrics. More sophisticated evaluation engine combining multiple approaches will also be proposed to improve the discovery results. Furthermore, semantic relationship types, other than the equivalence relationships, such as generalization or specialization, will also be taken into consideration to discover more complete relationships between ontological views, which are able to help improve the quality of the created domain ontological view.
